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SUBJECT: AMENDMENT NO. 58 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. NPF-43: 
(TAC NO. 74554) 

The Commission has issued the enclosed Amendment No. 5 8 to Facility Operating 
License No. NPF-43 for the Fermi-2 facility. This amendment consists of changes 
to the Plant Technical Specifications in response to your letter dated 
July 24, 1989 (NRC-89-0156).  

The amendment revises the Technical Specification by specifying the normal flow 
path for primary containment nitrogen control (vent/makeup) and pressure control 
when operating in operational conditions 1, 2, and 3.  

A copy of the Safety Evaluation supporting this amendment is also enclosed.  
Notice of Issuance will be included in the Commission's biweekly 
Federal Register notice.  

Sincerely, 

/s/ 

John F. Stang, Project Manager 
Project Directorate 111-1 
Division of Reactor Projects - III, 

IV, V & Special Projects 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures: 
1. Amendment No. 58to NPF-43 
2. Safety Evaluation

cc w/enclosures: 
See next page 
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SUBJECT: AMENDMENT NO. 58 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. NPF-43: 
(TAC NO. 74554K 

The Congissior has issued the enclosed Amendment No. 5 8 to Facility Operating 
License No. NPF-43 for the Fermi-2 facility. This amendment ccrsists of changes 
to the Plant Technical Specificaiiors in response to your letter dated 
July 24, 1989 (NRC-89-C1E).  

The amendment revises the Technical SpEcificatioi. by specifyinQ the rcrual flcv
path for primary ccurtaiLn.eut rnitrogen cortrol (vert/rakeup) and pressure contrcl 
when cperating ir cperatiuorl conditions 1, 2, and 3.  
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Federal Register notice.  
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lop UNITED STATES 
I NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

September 25, 1990 

Docket No. 50-341 

Mr. William S. Orser 
Senior Vice President - Nuclear 

Operations 
Detroit Edison Company 
6400 North Dixie Highway 
Newport, Michigan 48166 

Dear Mr. Orser: 

SUBJECT: AMENDMENT NO. 58 TO FACILITY OPERAIING LICENSE NO. NPF-43: 
(TAC NO. 74554) 

The Commr issior has issued the enclosed Amendment Nio.58 to Facility Operating 
License No. NPF-43 for the Fermi-2 facility. This amendment ccr.sists of changes 
to the Plant Technical Specifications (TS) in response to your letter dated 
July 24, 1989 (NRC-89-0156)-.  

The amendment revises the Technical Specification by specifying the normal flow 
path for primary ccWtair, n~et nitrogen control (vent/makeup) and pressure control 
when ope.rating ir cperational conditios 1, 2, and 3.  

A copy of the Safety Evaluation supportir:g this amendnment is also enclosed.  
Notice of Issuance will be included in the Commissior's biweekly 
Federal Register notice.  

Sincerely, 

fFo. Staly, Project Manager 
Project Directorate III-1 
Divisio, of Reactor Projects - III, 

IV, V & Special Projects 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

Enclosures: 
1. Amendnent No. 58to NPF-43 
2. Safety Evaluation 

cc w/enclosures: 
See next page



Mr. Willian Orser 
Detroit Edison Corpany 

cc: 

John Flynn, Esq.  
Senior Attorney 
Detroit Edison Company 
2000 Second Avenue 
Detroit, Michigan 48226 

Nuclear Facilities. and Environmental 
Monitoring Section Office 

Division of Radiological Health 
P. 0. Box 30195 
Lansing, Michigan 48909 

Mr. Walt Rogers 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commislicn 
Pesidert Inspector's Office 
6450 V. Dixie Highway 
Newport, Michigan 48166 

Monroe Courty Office of Civil 
Preparedness 

563 South Raisirville 
Monroe, Michigan 48161 

Rtgiorial Administratur, Region III 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comrvission 
799 Roosevcltt Rcad 
Gler Ellyr, Illinois 60137 

Ms. Lynne Goodmar, 
Supervisor - Licensirg 
Detroit Edison Company 
Ferni Unit 2 
6400 North Dixie Highway 
Newport, Michigan 48166
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A UNITED STATES 
S--"NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

DETROIT EDISON COMPANY 

DOCKET NO. 50-341 

FERMI-2 

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE 

Amendment No. 58 
License No. NPF-43 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Con:nissioii (the Commission) has found that: 

A. The application for amendment by the Detroit Edison Company (the 
licensee) dated July 24, 1989, complies with the standards and 
requirements of the Aton.ic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), 
and the Commission's rules and regulations set forth in 10 CFR 
Chapter I; 

B. The facility will cperate ir, conformity with the application, the 
provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of the 
ComTrissici; 

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized by 
this amerdmet carl be conducted without endangering the health and 
safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be conducted 
in compliarct with the Cowinission's regulations; 

D. The issuance of this erfendment will rict be inimical to the conmmorn 
defense and security or to the health arid safety of the pL-,lic; and 

E. The issuance of this arneridnient is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 51 
of the Cormissior,'s regulations and all applicable requirements have 
beer. satisfied.  

2. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical Specifica
tions as indicated in the attachment to this license amendment and 
paragraph 2.C.(?) of Facility Operating License No. NPF-43 is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

Technical .Specifications and Environmental Protection Plan 

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendix A, as revised 
through Amendment No. 58, and the Environmental Protection Plan 
contained in Appendix B, are hereby incorporated in the license.  
DECo shall operate the facility in accordance with the Technical 
Specifications and the Environmental Protection Plan.  
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3. TE.i liccrse anmerndment is effective as of its date of issuance.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Rbrt C. Pierson, Director 
Project Directorate IIl-1 
Division of Reactor Projects - III, 

IV, V & Special Projects 
Office of IMuclear Reactor Regulation 

Attachnert: 
Churges to the Techrical 

Specifications 

Date of Issuarce: September 25, 1990



ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO. 58 

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. NPF-43 

DOCKET NO. 50-341 

Replace the following pages of the Appendix "A" Technical Specifications with 
the attached pages. The revised pages are identified by Awendmnent number and 
cortain a vertical line indicating the area of change. The corresponding 
overleaf pages are also provided to maintain document completeness.

REMOVE

3/4 6-13* 

3/4 6-14 

B3/4 6-2 

B3/4 6-3

INSERT

3/4 6-13* 

3/4 6-14 

B3/4 6-2 

H3/4 6-3

" rrleaf page Frovide tc airtainr ducunert corpietenress. rFc charges cortained 
in these pages.



CONTAINENI SYSIENS 

DRYWELL AVERAGE AIR TEMPERATURE 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.6.1.7 Drywell average air temperature shall not exceed 145 0 F.  

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.  

ACTION: 

With the drywell average air temperature greater than 145 0 F, reduce the 
average air temperature to within the limit within 8 hours or be in at least 
HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 
24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQ I]REMENTS 

4.6.1.7 The drywel! avErage air temperature shall be the volumetric average 
of the temperatures at the followirg locations and shell be determined to be 
withi, the limit at least once per 24 hours:

Elevation 

a. 590a0" 

b. 597'0" 

c. 621'8" 

d. 648'6" 

e. 662'0" 

f. 665'6"

Azimuth (At least one at each elevation)

90', 135', 2700 or 316' 

350, 750, 930, 1350, 1750, 

2720, 3060 or 3450 

00, 900, 1800 or 270c 

450, 1350, 2250 or 3150 

00, 900, 1800 or 2850

Amendment No. ?0, 58

200°, 2460,

00 or 180'
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CONTAINMENI SYSTEMS 
DRYWELL AND SUPPkESSION CHANBER PURGE SYSTEM 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION . ......... . . .......  

3.6.1.8 The drywell and suppressicr; chamber purge system (6-inch, 10-inch, 
20-inch, and 24-inch valves) r.ay be in operatior, with the supply and exhaust 
isolatior valves in one supply line and one exhaust lithe opet, for inerting, 
deirnerting or pressure control. Nitroget, VENTING/makeup and pressure control 
is alsc allowed through the 1-inch valves. Purge/vent operations through the 
SGTS shall be limited to 90 hours each 365 days.* 

APPLICABILITY: CFEPATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, ard 3.  

ACM lON(: 

a. With a drywel! ere suppressio, chanber purge systir, supply and/or 
exhaust isclaticr: valve open, except as perrcitted above, close the 
valve(s) or otherviise isolate the perietratiur(s) withir, 4 hours or be 
ir; at least HOT SHUTFCWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHI!TDCW.  
v;ithi, the following 24 hours.  

b. With a drywell ard suppressiorn (han.ber purge systen, supply and/or 
exhaust isolaticr, valve(s) with rEsilient material seals having a mea
sured leakage rate exctEdir:g the limit of Specification 4.6.1.8.2, 
restore the inoperable valve(s) to OPERABLE status ,ithin 24 hours or 
bE in at lEst FOT SHUTDOWN witHin the next 12 hours anid irn COLD 
SHUTCZWN within the fllowvirg 24 hours.  

SUMVE1I LANCE REQUIREMEN'TS.......  

4.6.1.8.) Before being opened for purge/vert operationi through SCTS, the dry
well and suppressicr char.ber purge supply and exhaust butterfly isolation 
valves shall be verified n~ct to have teen open for purge/vent operation tf;rough 
SOTS for more than 90 hours in the previous 365 days.* 

4.6.1.8.? At least once per 92 days each penetration for each 6-inch, each 
10-inch, each 20-inch, and each 24-inch drywell and suppressicn cha.ber purge 
supply and exhaust isclation valve with resiliernt raterial seals shall be 
denunstrated OPERABLE by verifying that the measured leakage rate is less 
than or equal to 0.05 La when pressurized to Pa 

*Primary containinent nitrogen VENTINC and pressure control is pernitte•! through 
the I-irct, velves atid is not subject to thE 90 hours per 365 ea) lip-it. I
FE•V.I-UNIT 2 3/4 6-14 Amendment N~o. 58



CON!TA1NNENT SYSTEMS

BASES 

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS (Continued) 

3.6.1.2. The specification makes allowances for the fact that there.may be 
long periods of time when the air locks will be in a closed and secured 
positicon durir.g reactor operation. Only one closed door in each air lock 
is required to maintain the integrity of the containment.  

31/4.6.1. MSIV LEAKAGE CONTROL SYSTEM 

Calculated doses resulting from the maximum leakage allowance for the main 
steamline isolation valves in the postulated LOCA situations would be a small 
fraction of the 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines, provided the main steam line system 
from. the isolation valves up to and including the turbine condenser remains 
intact. Operating experience has indicated that degradation has occasionally 
occurred in the leak tightbess of the MSIVs such that the specified leakage 
requirements have rct always been maintained continuously. The requiremertn 
for the leakage control system will reduce the untreated leakage frou the MSIVs 
wher isclaticn cf the primary system and containment is required.  
a/t.6.1.5 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY 

This limitatiun ensures that the structural integrity of the containment 
will'te maintained (:orparable to the original design standards for the life of 
the u•nit. Structural integrity is required to ensure that the containment 
will withstand the maximum pressure of 56.5 psig in the event of a LOCA. A 
visual inspection in crnjunctiuo with Type A leakage tests is sufficient to 
demonstrate this capability.  
3/4.6.1.6 PRYWELL AN. SUPPRESSION CHIAI'iER INIERNAL PRESSURE 

Tle limitations on drywell and suppression chamber internal pressure 
ensure that the containmert peak pressure of 56.5 psig does rnot exceed the 
maximum allowable pressure of 6? psig during LOCA conditicns or that the 
external pressure differential dces not exceed the design maximum external 
pressure differential of 2 psid.  

3/4.6.1.7 DRYWELL AVERAGE AIR TEMPERATURE 
The limitation on drywell average air temperature ensures that the 

containment peak air temperature does not exceed the design temperature of 
34C0 F during LOCA conditions and is consistent with the safety analysis.  
3/4.6.1.8 DRYWELL AND SUPPRESSION CHAMBER PURGE SYSTEM 

The drywell and suppression chamber purge supply and exhaust isolation 
valves are maintained closed during a majority of the plant operating time.  
Maintaining these valves closed (even though they have been qualified to close 
against the buildup of pressure in primary containment in the event of 
DEA/LOCA) reduces the potential for release of excessive quantities of 
radioactive material.

Amendment Nlo. ?, 58FERMI - UNIT 2 B 3/4 6-2



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

BASES 

DRYWELL AND SUPPRESSION CHAMBER PURGE SYSTEM (Continued) 

Purging or venting through the Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS) 
imposes a vulnerability factor on the integrity of the SGTS. Should a LOCA 
occur while the purge pathway is through the SGTS the associated pressure 
surge, before the purge valves close, may adversely affect the integrity of 
the SGTS charcoal filters. Therefore, PURGING or VENTING through the SGTS is 
limited to 90 hours per 365 days. This time limit is not imposed when venting 
through the SGTS with the 1-inch valves or when PURGING or VENTING through the 
Reactor Building Ventilation System with any of the purge valves.  

Leakage integrity tests with a maximum allowable leakage rate for purge 
supply and exhaust isolation valves will provide early indication of resilient 
material seal degradation and will allow the opportunity for repair before 
gross leakage failure develops. The 0.60 La leakage limit shall not be 

exceeded when the leakage rates determined by the leakage integrity tests of 
these valves are added to the previously determined total for all valves and 
penetrations subject to Type B and C tests.  

The 6, 10, 20, and 24-inch purge valves are generally configured in a three 
(3) valve arrangement at each of the associated purge penetrations. The valves 
are leak tested by pressurizing between the three valves and a total leakage 
is determined as opposed to a single valve leakage. Verifying that the 
measured leakage rate is less than 0.5 L for this multi-valve arrangement is 
more conservative than a limit of 0.5 L afor a single valve.  

3/4.6.2 DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS 

The specifications of this section ensure that the primary containment 
pressure will not exceed the maximum allowable pressure of 62 psig during 
primary system blowdown from full operating pressure.  

The suppression chamber water provides the heat sink for the reactor coolant 
system energy release following a postulated rupture of the system. The suppres
sion chamber water volume must absorb the associated decay and structural sen
sible heat released during reactor coolant system blowdown from 1040 psig.  
Since all of the gases in the drywell are purged into the suppression chamber 
air space during a loss-of-coolant accident, the pressure of the liquid must 
not exceed 62 psig, the suppression chamber maximum pressure. The design 
volume of the suppression chamber, water and air, was obtained by considering 
that the total volume of reactor coolant to be condensed is discharged to the 
suppression chamber and that the drywell volume is purged to the suppression 
chamber.

Amendment No. 58FERMI - UNIT 2 B 3/4 6-3



O% UNITED STATES 
"••0 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

RELATED TO AMENDMENT NO. 58 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. NPF-43 

DETROIT EDISON COMPANY 

FERMI-2 

DOCKET NO. 50-341 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

By letter dated July 24, 1989, The Detroit Edison Company (DECo or the licersee) 
requested an erdnerit to the Technical Specifications (TS) appended to Facility 
Operatirg License No. MPF-43 for Fermni-2. The proposed anieridn'.ert would revise 
the TS to reflect the nornial flow path for corntairmer,t nitrogen control (vent/ 
makeup) and pressure control when cperatir,n in operational conditions 1, 2 and 3.  

2.0 EVALUATION 

Primary containment purge capability is prcvided for the purpose of relovinrg 
fission product activity from the ccntainn-ret atniosphere and as a backup tc 
hydrogen and pressure control. The purge systen: is comprised of a large piping 
system used primarily for purging and inerting and a smaller system used for 
nitrogen vert/r, akeup and pressure control. The larger purge system consists of 
6, 10, 20 ard 24-inch containment isolation velves. The large purge system, has 
individual supply and exhaust lircs for the Drywell are Suppression Chairber.  
The small purge system has only cre line connected to the drywell and one 
conrected to the suppression chamber. These are the lines which are used during 
normal plant operation for venting, makeup and pressure. Automatic containment 
isolation occurs for all tt.e above mentioned valves or: low reactor water levEl 
ard high drywell pressure. All the above valves are qualified to withstand the 
pressure following a loss of coolant accident.  

The larger purge lines are restricted for use except during cold shutdown and 
refueling. TS 3/4.6.1.8 allows one supply and one exhaust line open for inerting, 
deinerting or pressure control provided purging through the Standby Gas Treatment 
.Systeni (SGTS) is lin, ited to 90 hours/year. TS also suspends the 90 hours/year 
tinie linlit if the 6-inch purge valves are used.  

During normal plart operation only the smaller purge system is used for nitrogen 
concenitration and pressure control and not the 6-inch purge valves. For this 
reason the licensee has proposed to change the TS to reflect this operation.  
The proposed TS adds a sentence to the Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 
in Section 3/4.3.6.1.8 that specifies nitrogen venting/niakeup and pressure 
control for unrestricted operation is allowed through the 1-inch purge valve 
and not the 6-inch purge valve. In addition, the footnote has been changed to 

901005019'5 'T,0(7X-j2!5 
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reflect that the 6-inch purge valve is now limited to 90 hours/year. The 
proposed TS also changes the Bases section of the associated TS to clarify that 
purging and venting through the Reactor Building Heating Ventilating Air 
Conditioning System (RBHVAC) is not time limited because the basis for a time 
limit is only applicable to the SGTS.  

The proposed change to the TS is more restrictive on plant operation because the 
time limit exemption on venting and purging through the SGTS is only applicable 
to the smaller 1-inch purge valves and not the 6-inch valves as currently allowed 
by the TS. The use of the 1-inch purge valves has been previously reviewed and 
approved by the staff as indicated in the UFSAR Section 6.2.5.2.5 and the staff 
SER, NUREG-0798 Supplement 3, Appendix H. Therefore the staff finds the proposed 
change to be acceptable.  

The proposed change to the bases section of the TS clarifies that purging 
through the SGTS is limited to 90 hours/year, and purging through the RBHVAC is not time limited, because of the possible damage to safety related equipment and 
the SGTS following a LOCA when venting through the SGTS flow path. Therefore the 
staff finds the proposed change to be acceptable.  

3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION 

This amendment involves a change in the installation or use of a facility 
component located within the restricted area as defined in 10 CFR Part 20 and 
changes in surveillance requirements. We have determined that this amendment 
involves no significant increase in the amounts, and no significant change in 
the types, of any effluents which may be released offsite, and that there is no 
significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure.  
The Commission has previously issued a proposed finding that this amendment 
involves no significant hazards consideration and there has been no public 
comment on such finding. Accordingly, this amendment meets the eligibility 
criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Pursuant 
to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental impact statement or environmental assessment 
need be prepared in connection with the issuance of this amendment.  

4.0 CONCLUSION 

We have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that (1) there 
is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be 
endangered by operation in the proposed manner, and (2) such activities will be 
conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations, and the issuance of 
this amendment will not be inimical to the common defense and security or to 
the health and safety of the public.  

Principal Contributor: John Stang

Date: September 25, 1990


